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WHAT’S GOING ON IN EDINA

Noteworthy

TIPS
from Style and 

Dwell owners Ashley 
McCarthy and 

Lindsay Cisewski

Read more on 
PAGE 18Start With A Plan

Take a deep breath and pri-
oritize which areas are the 
biggest stressors. Then start 
with one dedicated area, 
and move on once it’s done. 
You’ll be amazed at how 
quickly and how much you 
can accomplish in a short 
time when you break down 
spaces into micro tasks!

Cabinet Cleanse
Chances are, you have 
canned goods and spices 
that are well past their 
prime. Toss out expired 
products and other items 
you no longer use. While 
you’re at it, go through 
your medicine cabinet and 
properly dispose of expired 
over-the-counter medica-
tions and prescriptions.

Label Everything
Putting a label on a space 
gives you and the rest of 
the family instant account-
ability. You’re much less 
likely to stash that bag of 
chips in the corner of the 
pantry if you have a basket 
labeled “snacks.” Fair warn-
ing: Once you start label-
ing, you may not be able 
to stop!

  RACHEL NADEAU

Living well  
starts with  
banking better.

Edina  .  6600 FrancE  .  952-285-5800     |     MinnEapolis  .  601 MarquEttE  .  612-746-5050

thE placE to do BusinEss™

MeMber FDIC    equaL HousIng LenDer 

When you bank with us, most simple transactions  

can be handled with a quick call to your banker.  

Call today to simplify your banking.
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 MOM’S GROUPS offer 
terrific opportunities for 
women to build relation-

ships and explore common interests. In 
the case of Edina moms Ashley McCarthy 
and Lindsay Cisewski, a local mom’s 
group would be the fertile soil where a 
creative idea would take root.

Approximately a year and a half after 
meeting at a mom’s group, these adventur-
ous entrepreneurs decided to collaborate 
on a home organizing business they call 
Style + Dwell.

Both have worked in corporate 
America—McCarthy in advertising, 
Cisewski in sales—and their new business 
venture combines the duo’s organizational 
skills with a mutual appreciation for aes-
thetically pleasing spaces. These women 
bring more to organization than simply 
sorting items into plastic containers. They 
customize projects to reflect a home-
owner’s style and incorporate personal 
touches into every job.

“It’s organization reimagined,” 
Cisewski says.

“Our niche is putting style into our 
work,” McCarthy says. They create orga-
nized spaces that are as visually appealing 
as the rest of the home. Some ways they 
do this is by using wallpaper to accent 
shelving and storage spaces like the kitch-
en pantry. They also create pretty custom 
labels for bins and storage containers 
they’ve specially selected for appearance 
as well as function. “We have fun with it,” 
McCarthy says. “We can use plain acrylic 
containers but we prefer to add more 
interesting style elements.”

Each project begins with an in-home 
consultation. Homeowners give McCarthy 
and Cisewski a tour of their space and 
define their budget. Style + Dwell does the 
rest from developing a plan to personally 
shopping for and organizing the space. 
“You get two organizers for every project,” 
McCarthy says. “We each see things a bit 
differently but come together to achieve 

Storage 
Design
Discover beautifully styled 
home organization.
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STYLE AND DWELL
Styleanddwell.com

 styleanddwell

the same goal.”
Cisewski adds that in the beginning 

the women had no idea that they would 
be so like-minded, but thus far, have 
always been on the same page. Also, some 
projects can be pretty large, and Cisewski 
says having two organizers ultimately 
saves time and money.

Their approach is clearly on the mark. 
The two are shocked at the trajectory 
of their business. Some momentum has 
come from connecting with social media 
influencers. McCarthy says, “We’ve 
done some projects with local Instagram 
influencers. This way we can learn 
about social media and blogging and 
in turn, we organize a space for them.” 
The Style + Dwell website includes a 
blog with regular organization and style 
tips. Readers can attempt to incorporate 
those tips on their own or gather ideas 
of what they’d like to hire McCarthy and 
Cisewski to do for them.

They tell us that organizing garages 
is not really their thing. They specialize 
in family-centered spaces like kitchens, 
closets, playrooms and craft rooms. 
Something Style + Dwell is particularly 
good at is creating family command 
centers. A command center is “a central 
place in the home that helps keep the 
family organized,” says McCarthy. It’s a 
place to drop items when coming in the 
door—things like purses, backpacks and 
kid’s school projects. It’s also a place for a 
customized Style + Dwell family calendar 
or menu planner. Some of these organi-
zational items can be personalized with 
family names, etc.

These female business owners also try 
to promote and showcase other female 
business owners by utilizing products 
from local woman-owned businesses 
whenever possible. They’ve found every-
one in the local business community, 
both women and men, to be friendly and 
supportive. And in an effort to support 
our readers who want to get more orga-
nized, look for regular organization tips 
from Style + Dwell in future issues of 
Edina Magazine. This month’s tips can 
be found on page 7 and online at 
edinamag.com. 

The WAHMANS
Susan & Gary

Susan & Gary Wahman
651-270-4709
952-334-4663

susangarywahman.com

 

5516 Merritt  Circle

6509 Willow Wood Road

Susan & Gary Wahman

4633 Bruce Avenue

Please contact us for more information.
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